
The Power of BOSS40
Taking the complexity out of subscription billing

BOSS40 is an enterprise-grade platform that streamlines and automates billing for high-
volume subscription businesses looking to accelerate growth. 

 
With 20 years of billing experience, BOSS40 powers a variety of subscription models and
makes it easy to launch new products, drive sales promotions, and onboard customers. 

Customizable: BOSS40 can be customized to
meet your subscription billing needs. It fits the
strategic and tactical requirements of a fast-
scaling subscription business.

Scalable: BOSS40 power your business today
and expands as you grow. It has the flexibility
to accelerate and scale. 

Real-time analytics: Our custom dashboards
deliver real-time insight into your KPIs; from
accounts receivable and churn rates to credit
card declines.

Integration: BOSS40 seamlessly integrates
into your existing systems: ERP, CRM, finance,
Web portals, service delivery, provisioning
systems, and existing payment gateways and
merchant accounts.

White glove customer service: When you
need support, you’ll get quick answers from
client service team members. It’s concierge-
like 24/7 service.

Key features and functions

Operations support and service provisioning
By working with your back-office, we ensure
your customers’ subscriptions are activated
and tracked in real-time, so transactions are
accounted for properly, accurately, and
delivered on time. 

Automated bill creation, distribution, and
reporting
Billing runs are executed on a predefined
schedule, verified for accuracy, delivered to
customers, collected by credit card, and
updated to your accounting system. 

Revenue tracking
BOSS40 tracks revenue at an account and/or
service level, account class and type, sales
channel, and territory, as well as commissions
for agents.

Payment processing and collection
We offer automated payment batch
processing and on-demand checkout.
Payment processing is accurate and timely
with BOSS40. Collection notifications are also
provided inside bills. 

Payment options
Payments can be received by credit card,
cheque, pre-authorized bank debit (PAD, ACH),
PayPal, wire transfer, eTransfer, or EFT.

Invoice format and delivery
Invoice delivery formats include email, SMS, or
paper bills via postal delivery. The bill image is
generated in PDF and EBPP (eBill) formats. Our
customers' clients may access their bills online
through a self-service portal.

Key Benefits

Some of our customers



MODULES

BOSS40 is a multi-module solution that offers
continuous billing solutions aligned with your
business processes. The modules include:

CRM: A customer module that enables versatile
account and service creation, deletion, and
updates.

Rating manager: Flexible rating of billing
transactions and real-time processing, mediation,
and allocation.

Alarm management: Hard and soft alarm
management based on our proprietary machine-
learning algorithm.

Report engine: Reporting and dashboarding
system that allows user run (on-demand) and
system (scheduled) report execution.

Publishing system: Create straightforward and
easy-to-understand bills in paper or electronic
format.

OCS: A web-based online care system that
provides account, service, and financial information. 

BOSS40 supports a variety of
subscription business models:

Fixed-price billing
To successfully sell a product on a recurring basis,
you need billing that is dependable and reliable
and makes it a snap to capitalize on opportunities
to upsell and drive more revenue.

Usage-based billing
Customers consume your product or services
differently, whether by quantity or by metering (e.g.
data). BOSS40 handles changing usage levels in
real-time.

Hybrid billing
Embrace the best of both worlds: flat-rate prices
and packages like subscriptions and tiers. BOSS40
offers data processing and billing flexibility to
combine different billing models. 

Dynamic billing 
Adjust your pricing on the fly, and know that your
billing will adjust in real-time and support your
marketing and sales efforts. 

Planning and strategy: 
We spend the time to understand
your subscription business. We
formalize your business model, clarify
workflows, and map out current
processes. We then design a detailed
plan for implementation and
integration.

Design, develop, implement: 
We create a billing solution blueprint
that identifies opportunities for
streamlined processes and
automation. We design and build
custom dashboards that give
insights and provide detailed reports. 

Test, deliver, launch:
No matter how distributed or
separated your technology systems
or data sources are, BOSS40
connects them all. After testing the
platform thoroughly, we deliver it with
a launch plan. 

Support: 
On a 24/7 basis, our experts oversee
your billing operation. Monthly reviews
explore how upcoming changes to
your business model will affect your
billing operations. 

Talk to a billing expert 

www.elabsinc.com

expert@elabsinc.com 

(905)286-1070 

OUR PROCESS


